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Ž Ž . .E. Lieb In¤ent. Math. 74 1983 , 441]448 has proved that if A and B are two
N Ž .bounded domains in R , then there exists a translation t such that l A l t By 1 y
Ž . Ž .- l A q l B , where l is the first eigenvalue of the laplacian with Dirichlet1 1 1
boundary conditions. Here we extend this result to elliptic operators in divergence
Ž . Ž .from L [ ydiv Q x = q c x with mixed Dirichlet]Neumann boundary condi-
Ž .tions on A. If m A is the corresponding eigenvalue, we show that there exists aL
Ž . Ž . Ž . t Ž . < < 2translation t such that m A l t B - m A q bl B , if j Q x j F b j fory L y L 1
all x g A, j g R N. One can further improve the estimate for non-isotropic
Ž .operators where b can be large by taking into account rotations of B. In that
t 2Ž . < <case, a similar inequality holds if j Q x j F b j , where Q is a ``mean value of Q
in different directions.'' Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
w x NIn 4 , E. Lieb proved that if A, B are two bounded domains in R , then
’ y g R N , l A l t B - l A q l B , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y 1 1
Ž .where l V is the lowest eigenvalue of yD with Dirichlet boundary1
conditions on V, and t is the translation which maps 0 to y. This resulty
Ž . Žgives some geometric indications on A, if l A is known see Corollary 21
w x. Ž .in 4 . Conversely, it yields an estimate of l A from some of its1
geometric properties. When the domains are not bounded, the inequality
must be relaxed: we have only
;e ) 0, ’ y g R N , l A l t B - l A q l B q e . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y 1 1
In the following we will always assume A and B bounded for simplicity.
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We will extend this result to more general operators L of ``divergence
Ž w x.form'' see 3
Lu [ ydiv Q x =u q c x u , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . ‘ Ž .where c x is a L function on A and Q x is a matrix defined on A and
Ž .uniformly elliptic in A; i.e., there exists b ) a ) 0 with possibly b s q‘ ,
such that
N < < 2 t < < 2; x g A , ;j g R , a j F j Q x j F b j . 4Ž . Ž .
w xIn 4 , only the case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions was
considered. Here we will also consider more general boundary conditions:
homogeneous mixed Dirichlet]Neumann boundary conditions. More pre-
cisely, let G be a subset of › A, G [ › A R G regular enough, as0 1 0
explained below. We associate to the operator L the boundary conditions
2Ž .on a function u in H A :
› u
u s 0 on G , s 0 on G . 5Ž .0 1› n
Note that this includes, as particular cases, the Dirichlet homogeneous
Ž .boundary conditions G s › A and the Neumann homogeneous boundary0
Ž .conditions G s B ; however, in the last case, the following theorems are0
of interest only if c is non-constant, since otherwise the first eigenvalue of
L is zero.
Ž .We shall note m A the first eigenvalue of L on A, with boundaryL
Ž .conditions 5 , which can be defined, if A is smooth, as
t 2H =¤Q x =¤ y c x ¤ dxŽ . Ž .A
m A [ inf , 6Ž . Ž .L 2H ¤ dxŽ .¤gV A A
Ž . 1Ž .where V A is the set of functions in H A vanishing on G . Since it is0
crucial here that this eigenvalue could be defined, we need some sort of
Ž w x.regularity on G , for instance its having the cone property see 5 ; this is1
the meaning of ``smooth'' for A.
On the other hand, we do not need any regularity of the G part of the0
boundary. For instance, it is possible to generalize the notion of ``first
Ž weigenvalue with Dirichlet boundary conditions'' even in that case see 1,
x. Ž .2 . The characterization 6 is not valid, but since the generalization can
Ž .be achieved in a ``continuous'' way with respect to A , the reader should
convince himself that our analysis remains valid. Also, the boundary of the
domain B does not need to be smooth at all, for similar reasons.
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THE CASE OF TRANSLATIONS
Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume that Q ¤erifies 4 , with b - q‘. Then there exists
y g R N such that
m A l t B - m A q bl B . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L y L 1
ŽRemark 1. Note that the boundary conditions associated to m A lL
.t B arey
› u
u s 0 on › A l t B R G , s 0 on G l t B. 8Ž .Ž .y 1 1 y› n
w x Ž .Remark 2. This result extends that of 4 , since if Q x s yI, we have
b s 1 and m s l . One can wonder why the eigenvalue of the operatorL 1
ybD on B with Dirichlet boundary conditions appear here. Let us show
that it is, in a way, the only formula consistent with the usual properties of
eigenvalues. We first observe that the operator used on B must have
constant coefficients, since otherwise it would be difficult to take into
account these coefficients in t B. Moreover, if we replace Q by g Q, wherey
g ) 0 is a constant, then m is multiplied by g and also b ; hence theL
Ž .formula 8 is conserved: without the b , it would not be consistent.
Ž .Similarly, if we add a constant c to the function c x , the eigenvalue m is0 L
Ž .changed to m y c ; again, 8 is conserved, but this is why there is noL 0
zero-order term in the operator used for B. Finally, we see that the
operator on B must have constant coefficients and no zero-order term and
must be ``bigger than Q'' in a way. We have chosen here ybD, but it will
be clear from the proof that any operator of the form ydiv M = is
Ž .convenient, provided M would be larger than Q x almost everywhere on
A in the following sense:
;j g R N , tj Q x j F tj Mj .Ž .
w xProof of Theorem 1. In this proof, we follow the arguments of 4 . Since
Ž . 1Ž .A and B are bounded, there exist u g V A , ¤ g H B such that0
5 5 2 5 5 2u s ¤ s 1L Ž A. L ŽB .
t 2=u Q x =u y c x u dx s m A . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H L
A
< < 2=¤ dx s l BŽ .H 1
B
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Extend ¤ to the whole of R N by setting ¤ ’ 0 outside of B, and define
w x [ u x ¤ x y yŽ . Ž . Ž .y
W x [ =u x ¤ x y y q u x =¤ x y y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y
These are L1 functions in A and W s =w in the sense of distributions.y y
Also, w vanishes on G .y 0
Ž . 2Ž . Ž .Let D y [ H w x dx; from Fubini's theorem and 9 ,A y
D y dy s u2 x ¤ 2 x y y dx dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H
N NR R A
2 2s u x ¤ z dz dx s 1. 10Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
NA R
2Ž . NHence w is in L A for almost all y g R .y
We have
tW x Q x W x s ¤ 2 x y y t =u x Q x =u xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
q u2 x t =¤ x y y Q x =¤ x y yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 t 2 2q =u x Q x =¤ x y y .Ž . Ž . Ž .2
The last term has zero sum relative to dy in R N since
t
=u2 x Q x =¤ 2 x y y dy s yt =u2 x Q x = ¤ 2 x y y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H y
N NR R
s yt =u2 x Q x ¤ 2 s n ds s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
› B
Therefore, if
t 2T y [ W x Q x W x y c x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H y y y
A
we have
T y dy s u2 x t =¤ x y y Q x =¤ x y y dx dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
N NR R A
t2 2q ¤ xyy =u x Q x =u x yc x u x dxdyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
NR A
22F u x b =¤ x y y dx dy q m AŽ . Ž . Ž .H H L
NR A
F bl B q m A .Ž . Ž .1 L
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Ž . N Ž .Hence w g V A for a.e., y in R , and with 10y
T y y m A q bl B D y dy F 0. 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H L 1
NR
N Ž .Therefore there exists y g R such that w g V A andy
T yŽ .
m A q bl B GŽ . Ž .L 1 D yŽ .
t 2H =w x Q x =w x y c x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A y y ys 2H w x dxŽ .A y
G m A l t B . 12Ž .Ž .L y
Ž . Ž .Assume by contradiction that we have equality in 12 . Then, 11 is an
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .equality, and we must have T y s m A q bl B D y for a.e., y inL 1
N N Ž .R . Therefore, for a.e., y in R , w is a minimizer in 6 . But this cannoty
be true since A and B are bounded: hence for any open part A ; A,1
there exists C ; R N with non-zero measure such that if y g C, then w isy
non-zero in A but vanishes in A . But it is well known from the strong1
Ž w x. Ž .maximum principle see for instance 3 that a minimizer of 6 cannot
vanish in an open part of A.
Ž .Hence the inequality 12 is strict; this achieves the proof of the
Theorem I.
THE CASE OF ROTATIONS q TRANSLATIONS
Ž . Ž .In some cases, the condition 4 can be too strong if b s q‘ , or we
cannot obtain a very precise result, since b may be large if Q is strongly
non-anisotropic. Hence it is useful to consider something like a ``mean
value of Q in different directions.'' More precisely, let S O be the groupN
of rotations of R N; it is a compact Lie group with a Haar measure
Ž .denoted dR in the following . We will assume that this measure is
normalized so that H dR s 1. Let us defineS ON
tQ x [ RQ x R dR. 13Ž . Ž . Ž .H
S ON
Ž . ŽIt is clear that if Q satisfies 4 , so does also Q with the same values of
.a , b . But Q satisfies this condition with a smaller value of b in general; it
is even possible for b to be finite for Q, although no finite value of b
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Ž .agrees with 4 for Q. In order to replace Q by Q, we have to ``pay
something'': we must allow some rotations of B. But note that if B is a
ball, this does not change anything.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Define Q by 13 , and assume that it satisfies 4 . Then there
exists y g R N and R g S O such thatN
m A l t RB - m A q bl B . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L y L 1
Ž .Proof of Theorem 2. We again use u, ¤ defined in 9 , and define
Ž . Ž .¤ x [ ¤ Rx y y , w [ u¤ . We have again in the sense of distri-y, R y, R y, R
Žbutions we will write =w instead of W in order to simplify they, R y, R
.notations :
=¤ x s R =¤ Rx y yŽ . Ž .y , R
15Ž .
=w x s ¤ x =u x q u x =¤ x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y , R y , R y , R
Ž . 2 Ž .If D y, R [ H w x dx, then we have againA y, R
;R g S O , D y , R dy s 1. 16Ž . Ž .HN
NR
We have also
t
=w Q x =w s ¤ 2 t =uQ x =u q u2 t =¤ Q x =¤Ž . Ž . Ž .y , R y , R y , R y , R y , R
1 t 2q =u Q x = ¤ ,Ž . Ž .y , R2
and again the last term can be written as
1 t 2y =u x Q x R = ¤ Rx y yŽ . Ž . Ž .y2
and therefore has zero sum relative to dy in R N. Hence if
t 2T y , R [ =w Q x =w y c x w dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H y , R y , R y , R
A
we have
T R [ T y dyŽ . Ž .H
NR
s m A q u2 x t =¤ Rx y y tRQ x R =¤ Rx y y dx dy.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HL
NR A
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Ž .Using a change of variable z [ Rx y y and 13 we get
T RŽ .H
S ON
t t2s m A q u x =¤ z RQ x R dR =¤ z dx dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H HL
NR A S ON
t2s m A q u x =¤ z Q x =¤ z dx dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HL
NR A
F m A q bl A .Ž . Ž .L 1
Hence
T y , R y m A q bl A D y , R dy dR F 0, 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H L 1
NS O RN
Ž .which is similar to 11 . The proof can be achieved with an argument
similar to the one in Theorem I.
Open Problem. We believe that these results are true when L is not a
self-adjoint operator. But this proof seems to be difficult to extend to this
case.
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